Sonic wave separation of invertase from a dilute solution to generated droplets.
It has previously been shown that a droplet fractionation process, simulated by shaking a separatory funnel containing a dilute protein solution, can generate droplets richer in protein than present in the original dilute solution. In this article, we describe an alternative method that can increase the amount of protein transferred to the droplets. The new method uses ultrasonic waves, enhanced by a bubble gas stream to create the droplets. The amount of protein in these droplets increases by about 50%. In this method, the top layer of the dilute protein solution (of the solution-air interface) becomes enriched in protein when air is bubbled into the solution. This concentrating procedure is called bubble fractionation. Once the protein has passed through the initial buildup, this enriched protein layer is transferred into droplets with the aid of a vacuum above the solution at the same time that ultrasonic waves are introduced. The droplets are then carried over to a condenser and coalesced. We found that this new method provides an easier way to remove the protein-enriched top layer of the dilute solution and generates more droplets within a shorter period than the separatory funnel droplet generation method. The added air creates the bubbles and carries the droplets, and the vacuum helps remove the effluent airstream from the condenser. The maximum partition coefficient, the ratio of the protein concentration in the droplets to that in the residual solution (approx 8.5), occurred at pH 5.0.